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It is realization of granting of ownership and building-development rights limited by implementation of Conservation Development Plans for monuments under utilization of individual and corporate ownership, in order to enable conservation of Cultural and Natural Monuments in the national level. Transfer is a process consisting of three stages that are handled in a comprehensive manner within the framework of Basic Transfer Model. These three stages are evaluation, securitization and transfer. In the securitization sub-model, these values are given free exchange (buying and selling) and circulation facility through a gradual securitization period first as a Registered Temporary Certificate, then as a Certificate to Bearer. And the final stage is Transfer sub-model where rightful owners’ plans and projects prepared based on value of immovables and in accordance with their desires and cadastral extracts, are assessed according to the quality of building class. Then, after matching and (-/+ equalization of those they leave in the Sending Area and those they will be given in the Receiving Area, simultaneous and mutual handover procedures of individual monuments are conducted based on approval of both sides when building and development processes are completed.
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